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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present a new method for supporting ab-
straction refinement in path-sensitive dataflow analysis. We
show how an adjustable merge criterion can be used as an in-
terface to control the degree of abstraction. In particular, we
partition the merge criterion with two sets of predicates —
one related to the dataflow facts being propagated and the
other related to path feasibility. These tracked predicates
are then used to guide join operations and path feasibility
analysis, so that expensive computations are performed only
at the right places. Refinement amounts to lazily growing
the path predicate set to recover lost precision.
We have implemented our refinement technique in ESP,

a software validation tool for C/C++ programs. We apply
ESP to validate a future version of Windows against criti-
cal security properties. Our experience suggests that apply-
ing iterative refinement to path-sensitive dataflow analysis
is both effective in cutting down spurious errors and scalable
enough for solving real world problems.

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, model checking and dataflow analysis have

emerged as competing approaches for compile-time defect
detection. Many model checking tools [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] have
enjoyed the benefit from abstraction refinement. The pro-
cess starts with a coarse (simple) abstract model. Once the
model is checked, the feasibility of the resulting abstract
counterexample is examined. If feasible, the result reveals
a real error; otherwise, the result is a false positive. In the
latter case, the abstraction is refined and fed back to the
model checker for successive checking.
Although abstraction refinement has proven effective in

model checking, such a technique has not been widely adopted
in dataflow analysis [7, 8, 9, 10]. The main difficulties
involved in supporting abstraction refinement in dataflow
analysis are: (1) How do we control the abstraction? Model
checking has an a priori abstract model, which naturally
represents the abstraction; in dataflow analysis, the abstrac-

tion is computed directly from a source program as dataflow
facts by obtaining the least fixed point solution to a set of
transfer functions. (2) How do we identify false positives?
The abstract counterexample produced by a model checker
is a single path. Therefore, the model checking refinement
process can prove its feasibility using theorem proving. In
contrast, the abstract trace generated by dataflow analysis
is a summary of up to exponentially many (or even infinitely
many) execution paths in the original program — rigorously
proving its feasibility is very difficult.
In this paper, we address these difficulties. Our first in-

sight is that the merge criterion in dataflow analysis plays a
key role in determining path-sensitivity. By extending the
fixed merge criterion to an adjustable one, abstractions can
be tuned in response to the characteristics of the paths being
analyzed. Our second insight is that in the absence of a sin-
gle counterexample, the refinement process can be effective
if spurious error traces, and the missing predicates that lead
to these traces, can be identified heuristically. By combin-
ing an adjustable merge criterion and efficient heuristics for
finding where precision is lost, the analysis can adaptively
adjust its precision in a demand-driven fashion. We apply
these refinement techniques to ESP [10, 11], a validation
tool for large C/C++ programs, with promising results.
Loss of precision in dataflow analysis mainly arises in two

situations: (1) when states along different paths are merged
at join points and (2) when dataflow facts are propagated
across infeasible paths. Consider the example of ESP, a
path-sensitive dataflow analysis that tracks typestate prop-
erties. ESP incorporates two mechanisms to preserve the
precision of path-sensitive analysis: an effective merge algo-
rithm based on property simulation [10] and a path feasibility
analyzer called SSM (Symbolic State Manager) [12]. How-
ever, these mechanisms are “static”, in the sense that they
are based on a fixed set of rules. Although ESP can preserve
precision in common cases, sometimes it is still overly con-
servative — the merge may be too aggressive or the track-
ing on simulation states may be too imprecise. As a fixed-
precision analysis, ESP is not able to recover precision loss
should it arise. The iterative refinement technique described
in this paper removes this limitation.

Example: To illustrate how a false positive may be intro-
duced, consider the example in Figure 1. The finite state
machine in Figure 1(a) encodes a property adapted from
the requirement on Windows kernel objects. We intend to
validate that a program should not call UseHandle on an ob-
ject that has been previously closed by CloseHandle. Fig-
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extern int stat1, stat2;

void Process(int handle) {

int flag1, flag2;

L1: if (stat1 > 0) {

CloseHandle(handle);

flag1 = 1;

}

else

flag1 = 2;

L2: if (stat2 > 0)

flag2 = 1;

else

flag2 = 2;

L3: if (flag1 == 0)

L4: UseHandle(handle);

}

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Usage of Windows kernel objects. Figure (a) shows the finite state machine of the typestate
property. Figure (b) shows a simplified code pattern adapted from a future version of the Windows kernel.

ure 1(b) shows a function that processes a handle according
to various status values. Albeit simple, this code snippet
reflects a common coding practice: Programmers often use
internal flags (such as flag1 and flag2 in this example) to
record programming states and later use them to guide con-
trol flow. If an analysis does not track enough branch cor-
relations, it may report a violation to the property protocol
at L4. In contrast, a more precise analysis reveals that no
valid error path can lead to this point because of the guard
on flag1. Hence, the warning is a false positive.
A practical analysis tool is aimed at supporting indus-

trial programs with complex language features. Therefore,
it must satisfy several challenging (and sometimes conflict-
ing) goals at once: (1) it should scale to large programs, (2)
it should offer enough precision, and (3) it should produce
useful feedback to help programmers investigate bugs. The
technical merit of this paper lies in addressing these trade-
offs and integrating practical techniques to produce useful
results. Our contributions can be summarized as follows.

• We show how the merge criterion in dataflow analy-
sis can be extended to support adaptable abstractions.
In particular, we apply two predicate sets to control
precision: one is a fixed set consisting of predicates
related to the property of interest, and the other is an
adjustable set consisting of predicates related to path
feasibility (these predicates are referred to as path pred-
icates). Such a partition allows the analysis to lazily
address the precision need while leveraging the effec-
tiveness of property simulation introduced in ESP.

• We apply the following heuristic to quickly recognize
potential false positives: Along with an error trace,
there often exists a corresponding good trace (a path
leading to a valid property state) that ends at the same
program point. If these “good state” and “error state”
co-exist, it is likely that the error state is reached be-
cause useful predicates present in the good state have
been inadvertently dropped from the error state during

the analysis. Therefore, addition of these distinguish-
ing predicates to the tracked path predicate set will
help eliminate spurious errors. Refinement terminates
when no bad states remain, or when no distinguish-
ing predicates remain, in which case the bad states are
likely to be real errors.

• We implement the refinement techniques in ESP. We
show experimental evidence that iterative refinement
is highly effective in filtering out false positives and is
scalable enough to be applied to large-scale programs.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we review the techniques applied in ESP. In Sec-
tion 3, we describe our iterative refinement approach. In
Section 4, we discuss experimental results. In Section 5, we
review related work. We conclude in Section 6.

2. BACKGROUND
ESP checks program properties related to typestates [13]:

For a value created during program execution, its ordinary
type is invariant but its typestate may be updated by certain
operations. ESP allows a user to write a custom specifica-
tion encoded in a finite state machine, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 1(a), to describe typestate transitions. According to the
specification, ESP instruments the source program with the
state-changing events. It then employs an inter-procedural
dataflow analysis algorithm, based on function summaries
[8], to compute the typestate behavior at every program
point. To obtain path-sensitivity, ESP uses the combina-
tion of property simulation [10] and path simulation [12].

2.1 Property simulation
In ESP, a symbolic state is divided into the property state

(typestate according to the specified protocol) and the sim-
ulation state (state related to path feasibility). The prop-
erty simulation algorithm defines a merge heuristic centered
around the property of interest: At a merge point, if two
symbolic states have the same property state, ESP merges



extern int stat;

void Process(int handle) {

int flag = 0;

L1: if (stat > 0)

flag = 1;

else

flag = 2;

L2: if (stat > 0)

CloseHandle();

L3: if (flag != 1)

L4: UseHandle();

}

extern int stat;

void Process(int handle) {

int flag = 0;

if ((stat & 0x81) == 0)

return;

CloseHandle(handle);

L1: flag = stat & 0x1;

L2: if (flag == 0) {

L3: UseHandle(handle);

}

}

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Examples that illustrate the need of refinement. Figure (a) shows a false positive caused by the
ESP merge heuristic. Figure (b) shows a false positive caused by the path feasibility analysis.

the simulation states. Otherwise, ESP explores the two
paths independently as in a full path-sensitive analysis.
The simulation state is an element in a lattice whose el-

ements are abstractions of heap and store. Let D be the
domain of property states and S be the domain of simula-
tion states. Given a symbolic state s ∈ S, we denote its
property state by ps(s) and its simulation state by ss(s).
The merge criterion for s is characterized by the following
grouping function:

αps(s) = {[{d},ts′∈s[d]ss(s
′)] | d ∈ D ∧ s[d] 6= φ}

where s[d] = {s′|s′ ∈ S ∧ d = ps(s′)} and t is the
least upper bound in the simulation state lattice.

Example: To see the different effects caused by various
merge policies, consider Figure 1(b). Assume that the prop-
erty state is OPENED when function Process is entered. A
full path-sensitive analysis tracks all paths reaching program
point L3, resulting in four symbolic states at L3:

[{CLOSED}, {stat1 > 0, f lag1 = 1, stat2 > 0, f lag2 = 1}]
[{CLOSED}, {stat1 > 0, f lag1 = 1, stat2 <= 0, f lag2 = 2}]
[{OPENED}, {stat1 <= 0, f lag1 = 2, stat2 > 0, f lag2 = 1}]
[{OPENED}, {stat1 <= 0, f lag1 = 2, stat2 <= 0, f lag2 = 2}]

ESP, on the other hand, only selectively tracks certain
paths. Because the branch at L2 does not affect the property
state, the correlation between variables stat2 and flag2 is
dropped, resulting in two symbolic states at L3:

[{CLOSED}, {stat1 > 0, f lag1 = 1}]
[{OPENED}, {stat1 <= 0, f lag1 = 2}]

Since the dropped facts are irrelevant to the property of
interest, ESP still maintains enough information to conclude
that L4 is not reachable if the property state is CLOSED.
Property simulation matches the coding practice of a care-

ful programmer: The correlation between a given property
state and the program state is usually guarded in the code
by branch conditions. ESP makes such implicit correlation
explicit. The adjustable merge criterion developed in this
paper builds upon this insight by taking additional path

predicates into account as well.

2.2 Path simulation
The symbolic path simulator, referred to as Simulation

State Manager (SSM) in this paper, manages simulation
states and acts as a theorem prover to answer queries about
path feasibility. A simulation state mainly consists of two
sets of information: (1) the symbolic store (mapping from
locations to values) and (2) a set of constraints (or path
predicates) imposed on values. These path predicates are
implicitly conjuncted. To reason about facts related to path
feasibility, SSM applies a decision procedure based on a set
of inference rules. The path simulator performs a set of
transfer functions on behalf of ESP for instructions such as
assignments, branches, procedure calls (into-binding), call
returns (back-binding), and merges. These transfer func-
tions update simulation states accordingly and filter out in-
feasible paths.
Path feasibility analysis is undecidable in general. To

guarantee convergence and efficiency, the Simulation State
Manager makes conservative assumptions when necessary.
While such over approximation is sound (i.e., it will not
miss errors), it may introduce imprecision. The refinement
technique in this paper allows the analysis to start with a
light-weight decision procedure and fine-tune it based on
counterexamples.

2.3 Imprecision due to property simulation
Although the ESP merge heuristic is precise in most cases,

sometimes it can be too conservative.

Example: In Figure 2(a). The branch at L1 does not
change the property state. Therefore, ESP merges the sim-
ulation states at L2 and loses the correlation between stat

and flag. As a result, a false positive is reported at L4.

Our refinement technique would pick up an additional
path predicate, say stat > 0, and add it to the merge
criterion. This would direct the analysis to track the first
branch accurately since the branch arms impose different
facts about the predicate. With this additional precision,
the analysis can rule out the false error.
Even when an error reported by ESP is a real error, it may



still be beneficial to apply refinement to “concretize” the ab-
stract counterexample, i.e., to expand the merged paths at
certain branch points so that the trace can be more explicit
and meaningful for inspection purposes.

2.4 Imprecision due to path simulation
The Simulation State Manager uses a set of inference rules

to implement the underlying decision procedure. By default,
it supports a subset of congruence closure and uninterpreted
functions. While it is possible to apply a heavy-weight the-
orem prover that combines many theories, it would signifi-
cantly hinder the scalability of our analysis. Therefore, when
the complexity of certain branch correlations get too com-
plicated, the correlations would be dropped due to the lack
of reasoning power in the theorem prover.

Example: In Figure 2(b), the fact (stat & 0x81) 6= 0

should hold at L1 because the function would have returned
otherwise. This fact should imply flag 6= 0 at L2. How-
ever, if the theorem prover does not employ inference rules
to track bit-wise operations, it might not be able to deduce
such information — this would result in a false positive at
L3.

Employing a comprehensive theorem prover to track ev-
erything precisely is both infeasible and unnecessary. The
above example reflects a coding pattern where operations
are controlled by certain bits in a flag. While tracking this
is critical for certain code bases and properties, it is not
important in general. In this work, we enable an analysis
to start with a light-weight theorem prover, and only add
precision as needed.

3. REFINING DATAFLOW ANALYSIS
There are three key steps in the dataflow refinement pro-

cess: (1) identifying “suspicious” error traces that need re-
finement, (2) selecting a minimal set of dropped branch cor-
relations that may contribute to the precision loss and add
them to the merge criterion, and (3) enforcing the extended
merge criterion in the subsequent iteration.
Although we use ESP as a concrete framework for explain-

ing our approach, the approach itself can be adapted to any
path-sensitive dataflow analysis framework.

3.1 Identifying false positives
As previously mentioned, generating one concrete coun-

terexample out of an abstract ESP counterexample may not
be scalable. The novelty of our approach is that instead of
trying to ascertain that an error trace reported by ESP is
a false positive before starting the refinement process, we
develop an inexpensive heuristic that can identify false pos-
itives with high probability.

Definition: Corresponding Good State — Given a candi-
date error state E, its corresponding good state is defined
as a symbolic state G at the same program point of E, such
that the property state of G is not ERROR.

Heuristic 1. Given a candidate error state E, if there ex-
ists a corresponding good state, E is subject to refinement;
otherwise, E is not subject to refinement.

Example: At program point L4 in Figure 2(a), there also

if (...) {

n = -1;

}

else {

n = -2;

}

if (n > 0) {

// dead code

}

Figure 3: If the error state is false positive and there
is no good state, the program point is unreachable.

exists a good state, [OPENED, {stat <= 0, f lag 6= 1}], which
correctly keeps track of the correlations. According to heuris-
tic 1, the error at L4 is subject to refinement.

This heuristic is based on the following intuition: If at
a program point, there only exists an error trace without
any good traces, there is no evidence that the program can
behave correctly. Hence, the error is likely to be real.
For a given candidate error state, there may or may not

exist a corresponding good state at the same program point.
The four possible combinations are listed below:

Category 1 [False error, With good state]: Heuristic 1
directly targets this category. A false positive in this group
would be properly identified.

Category 2 [Real error, With good state]: These er-
ror states would also be profiled as plausible errors needing
refinement. Although these errors are not false positives,
selecting them for refinement can indeed be helpful for in-
spection purposes because expanding the abstract trace will
make the error message more explicit and meaningful.

Category 3 [False error, Without good state]: It may
appear that our heuristic is not suitable for this category be-
cause these false errors would not be subject to refinement.
This, however, is not a deficiency of the heuristic. This is
because ESP is conservative — it reports all (and potentially
more) paths that can reach a program point. Therefore, if
the error path is infeasible and there is no corresponding
good path, it means that there is no feasible path at all that
can reach this program point, i.e., the “false error” is part of
“dead code”. A simple example is given in Figure 3. From
a software engineering point of view, it may be desirable to
reveal these as real errors.

Category 4 [Real error, Without good state]: Heuris-
tic 1 is correct in not identifying these real errors as false
positives.

To summarize, heuristic 1 directly supports category (1)
and (4). For category (2) and (3), while the heuristic can-
not properly distinguish whether the error is a false positive,
the refinement policy imposed by the heuristic is still rea-
sonable. This explains why our inexpensive heuristic can be
surprisingly effective in practice.

3.2 Selecting new predicates
After a potential false positive is identified, we need to



determine what are the additional predicates that are most
likely to improve the precision. One approach is to collect
all the path predicates accumulated in the error state. How-
ever, most of these predicates are irrelevant and will result
in unnecessary overhead in the subsequent analysis. To pin-
point exactly where precision is lost, we develop heuristic
2 based on the insight from heuristic 1 to gather only the
relevant predicates in common scenarios.

Heuristic 2. We compare the simulation states between the
candidate error state and its corresponding good state. The
difference in path predicates suggests why the error path
and the good path deviate. Therefore, we select these dis-
tinguishing predicates and add them to the merge criterion
for the subsequent iteration.

Example: In Figure 2(a), if we compare the predicates
between the simulation state of the error state, [CLOSED,
{stat > 0, f lag 6= 1}], and the simulation state of the good
state, [OPENED, {stat <= 0, f lag 6= 1}], it is clear that
{stat > 0} is a distinguishing factor, which will be selected
for accurate tracking.

This method is efficient because state information is avail-
able as dataflow facts computed from the previous iteration;
it is also effective because it allows path-sensitivity to be in-
crementally added at exactly the right place. Experimental
evidence indicates that this heuristic often leads to signifi-
cant noise reduction in one single iteration.

3.3 Adjusting the merge criterion
After additional path predicates are selected, they are

added to the merge criterion. At merge points in the subse-
quent run, incoming states that differ with respect to these
selected path predicates will be tracked independently. This
section formally describes this process.
Let P1, P2, ..., Pn be the set of predicates that need to be

added to the merge criterion in any iteration. Let T be a
set of tri-values {1, 0, *}, with the elements denoting true,
false and don’t know, respectively. To track the predicates
P1, P2, ..., Pn accurately in the new run, we change the prop-
erty state component to D × T... × T (or D × T n). For a
symbolic state in the new run, [{d, t1, t2, ..., tn}, ss], ti de-
notes whether predicate Pi is provable from the simulation
state ss using a theorem prover. If ` denotes provability, ti
can be defined as follows:

ti = 1 if ss ` Pi

= 0 if ss ` ¬Pi

= * otherwise

The merge criterion is extended with a tri-value vector
denoting the status of each of the predicates that we have
decided to track accurately. At join points, the incoming
symbolic states are compared. If there exists a ti such that
its value is different in the two incoming states, the paths are
tracked separately; otherwise, the paths are merged. For-
mally, the grouping function for the merge criterion is mod-
ified as follows:

αps(s) = {[{d},ts′∈s[d]s(s
′)]| d ∈ D × Tn ∧ s[d] 6= φ }

where s[d] = {s′|s′ ∈ ss ∧ d = ps(s′)} and t is the

1 Pi

0

*

else Pi

not(Pi)else

not(Pi)

else

Pi

not(Pi)

Figure 4: A tri-value automaton for the ith predi-
cate Pi.

least upper bound in the execution state lattice.

We start the new run of ESP with the symbolic state
[{UNINIT, *, ..., *}, >]1. To obtain the next set of symbolic
states after a program statement, we first invoke the same
transfer functions as in the original ESP. For each predi-
cate Pi, we then invoke the Simulation State Manager to
prove Pi or ¬Pi. Depending on the provability, we assign
a tri-value to the (i + 1)th location in the property state
component. Once we have the new set of symbolic states
we use the grouping function, just like in the original ESP
algorithm, to merge the symbolic states whose new property
states (the original property state and the predicate vector)
are the same.

Example: In Figure 2(a), a subsequent run adds the pred-
icate {stat > 0} to the property state component. Let p
denote the predicate {stat > 0}. The new ESP run at
program point L2 would have two separate symbolic states
[{CLOSED, p = 1}, {stat > 0, f lag = 1}] and [{CLOSED,
p = 0}, {stat <= 0, f lag = 2}]. Since the the property
state components are no longer the same, the two symbolic
states will be tracked independently. With this additional
correlation, the new run will conclude that the error at L4
is indeed a false positive.

3.3.1 New automata of state-changing events
Changing the merge criterion as outlined above could be

viewed as using an alternative property state machine for
defining state-changing events. This new state machine is
the product automaton of the original property automaton
with n tri-value automata. The ith tri-value automaton is
shown in Figure 4. The product property automaton has
|D| ∗ 3n states.

3.3.2 Complexity of the new merge algorithm
The original ESP algorithm is polynomial in |D| [10]. The

complexity of an ESP run with refined abstraction as de-
scribed above is exponential in the number of predicates
since the size of our new property automaton is exponential
in the number of predicates. In practice, however, this is
not an issue since only a few predicates matter at any point

1UNINIT is the distinguished start state in the property au-
tomata used by ESP.



in the program and a lot of states in the new property state
automaton are never reached. Note that we also need to
add the cost of 2 ∗ n calls to the theorem prover in addition
to the cost of the transfer function at each step in the ESP
algorithm. We can optimize away lots of these queries by a
slicing process with a simple value flow analysis [14].

3.4 A more refined abstraction method
The tri-vectors succinctly encode a set of abstract states

of the program. However, this is only an approximation (re-
ferred to as the cartesian approximation in SLAM [15]) to
the most precise predicate abstraction. For example, sup-
pose we have added a new predicate x = 0. If at the merge
points the facts along the two paths are x < 0 and x > 0
respectively, sometimes it is desirable to keep the fact of
x 6= 0 after the merge. However, with cartesian approxima-
tion, such fact is lost.
To regain the lost precision in this situation, we have also

implemented an alternative abstraction method based on
distinguishing variables. Instead of using the tri-value of a
predicate to control merging, we project the related vari-
ables from the predicate set. At merge points, any incom-
ing states with different facts on the selected variables are
tracked separately. In the above example, x would be picked
out as a controlling factor for merge. Consequently, the in-
coming paths with x < 0 and x > 0 are not merged since
they affect the value of x.
Essentially this approach enables a mechanism for lazily

tracking disjunctions on predicates. Initially, the constraints
carried in a simulation state are implicitly conjuncted since
it is prohibitive for the Simulation State Manager to eagerly
track every disjunctions on merge due to the exponential
cost. With the variable-based refinement technique, an ap-
plication is allowed to, and can afford to, have a “deep”
analysis when necessary, because it only focuses on a small
number of selected variables. Instead of asking the Simula-
tion State Manager to explicitly track the disjunctions, the
merge mechanism is used to split the paths along which the
disjunctions are tracked independently.
One caveat with this abstraction method is that the fixed

point computation might not converge when the tracked
variable is updated inside a loop. This problem can be
solved by unrolling this kind of loop with a fixed number
of iterations.

3.5 The iterative refinement algorithm
After discussing the key steps in the refinement process,

we formally present the iterative refinement algorithm for
ESP.
Our analysis starts with the original ESP merge criterion

and a set of simple inference rules for reasoning about path
feasibility. It then repeats the following process: It first uses
heuristic 1 to identify suspicious error traces. It then uses
heuristic 2 to collect the missing path predicates. Based on
these new predicates, it constructs a new precision policy by
adding those selected predicates (or projected variables) to
the merge criterion. Finally, it conducts a more thorough
analysis along a focused set of paths. During the new iter-
ation, whenever the tracked predicates are involved, paths
will be kept separate at merge points and comprehensive in-
ference rules in Simulation State Manager will be enabled
in path simulation.
The iterative refinement algorithm for ESP is shown in

procedure IterativeRefine(P, D)
begin

for each f ∈ P
E[f] = φ;

while true do
switch ESPRun(P, D, E)
case SUCCESS:
output “success”; break;

case FAILURE(T): //T is a set of ESP error traces
for each f ∈ P
E’[f] = φ

for each t ∈ T

if (CheckSuspiciousTrace(t)) then
E’ = E’ ∪p RelevantPredicates(t)

if (E’ ⊆ E) then
output T as error; break;

E = E ∪p E’;
end

Figure 5: The iterative refinement algorithm for
checking if program P satisfies the property spec-
ified in automaton D.

Figure 5. Given a program P and a property state automa-
ton D, procedure IterativeRefine tries to verify if P satis-
fies D by iteratively calling ESPRun. Procedure ESPRun
takes P , D, and E as input, where E is a map between func-
tions and sets of predicates: For a function f , E[f ] represents
the predicates that should be tracked accurately when an-
alyzing function f . ESPRun performs an analysis similar
to the original ESP, except that it uses the new precision
policy based on E[f ]. If ESPRun returns success, i.e., it
reports no error traces, P satisfies the property specified in
D. Otherwise, ESPRun returns a set of error traces T . We
then apply heuristic 1 to identify suspicious error traces in
procedure CheckSuspiciousTrace. If we find a suspicious
error trace that we would like to refine, we use heuristic 2
to generate a set of relevant predicates from the error trace
in procedure RelevantPredicates. ∪p can be succinctly
described using the following equation: for each f, (E ∪p

E’)[f] = E[f] ∪ E’[f]. Essentially it aggregates the predicates
for each function. If there are no new predicates that need
to be tracked accurately, we stop and report the remaining
errors as real errors. Otherwise we do one more iteration by
accurately tracking the predicates in E ∪p E’.

3.6 Optimizations
A more precise analysis applied in a later iteration will

explore only a subset of the paths explored by the analy-
sis in previous iterations. In particular, this means that a
symbolic state that does not reach the error state in a pre-
vious iteration is guaranteed not to reach the error state in
subsequent iterations.
We have implemented a form of this optimization in ESP,

at all call sites. In a given iteration, we record all of the
property states that lead to an error state. In the follow-
ing iteration, we terminate the analysis for symbolic states
at call sites, whose property state did not lead to an error
state in the previous iteration. This optimization allows us
to avoid repeating part of the computation from previous
iterations.



4. RESULTS
With the integration of refinement techniques, ESP has

been successfully deployed in validating several critical se-
curity properties for a future version of Windows. In this
section, we summarize general experiences gained and use
one of the properties as a case study to evaluate the scalabil-
ity and precision improvement of the refinement technique,
as well as the effectiveness of our heuristics.

General experiences: We have conducted a study on the
root cause of false positives by manually inspecting the er-
ror traces from various experiments using the Windows code
base. We categorized false positives in several groups: (1)
those introduced by the imprecision of our analysis, (2) those
introduced by the limitation of our specification method,
and (3) those that are “real” false positives according to
the specification, but the violation to the protocol is by de-
sign (e.g., for performance reasons) — traces in this group
are still worth a careful code review because other neces-
sary invariants are usually needed to make the violation
“benign”. The distribution of these categories varies de-
pending on properties being checked, but the first group is
usually the most common case. Among this group, we have
found that in most cases, the false positives are introduced
by lacking reasoning power from the Simulation State Man-
ager. This further confirmed that the ESP merge heuristic
is usually precise enough.
As different properties pose different demands in where

path feasibility analysis should focus on, we configure the
Simulation State Manager to run in two modes: one using
a light-weight decision procedure and the other using more
comprehensive inference rules. Our analysis begins with the
simple version and switches to the heavy-weight version for
the refined analysis.
An interesting false positive scenario directly caused by

the ESP merge heuristic is due to “under specified” proper-
ties. This situation occurs when program flags are used to
track more state transitions than the transitions specified in
the property automaton. When these flags are assigned with
different values that appear to be “irrelevant” with respect
to the specification, the correlations would be lost due to ex-
cessive merging. This is a common issue in software valida-
tion since people write property specifications based on doc-
umentations and they do not have the intimate knowledge
of the source programs when developing specifications. Our
refinement method can help identify the additional branch
correlations and track those accurately.

Problem description: A security vulnerability arises when
a program acquires exclusive access to a system resource and
then relinquishes the exclusive access by closing its handle
but “leaks” the access to the resource through certain API.
Checking this kind of property has been difficult with pre-
vious tools because it requires precise tracking of value flow
in large programs.

Scalability: Using two PCs, each with a 3.06GHz Xeon
CPU and 2GB of RAM, iterative refinement completed in
765 minutes for ASTs covering 5079 binaries (DLL, SYS,
and EXE modules) in a future version of Windows. ESP
discovered 83 traces, out of which 47 were confirmed as real
bugs, and fixed. Being able to perform such an analysis for
the whole Windows code base clearly demonstrates the scal-

Bug False Positive Time (sec)

With Refinement 1 0 6.9
Without Refinement 1 3 3.2

Table 1: Comparison between error traces with and
without refinement.

Bug False Positive Noise Ratio

High confidence 38 2 5%
Low confidence 9 34 79%

Table 2: Comparison between error traces with and
without corresponding good traces.

ability of our approach.

Precision improvement: We also conducted a compar-
ison analysis between using and not using the refinement
technique. As an example, Table 1 outlines the compari-
son between two runs on an EXE module with 11718 LOC
and 388 functions, one with refinement and the other with-
out refinement. When refinement is applied, ESP reports 1
real bug and no false positives. When refinement is not used,
ESP also reports 3 spurious errors along with the actual bug.

Effectiveness of heuristic: As previously mentioned, our
analysis generated 83 final traces. After these traces have
been produced, we applied our heuristic again to further
distinguish which of them are likely false positives. We par-
titioned the traces into two buckets. If at a program point,
there only exists an error trace without any good traces, we
put it into the high-confidence bucket. If the trace has a
corresponding good path, we put it into the low-confidence
bucket. In practice, this technique serves as a ranking mech-
anism: We can provide the high-confidence bucket to devel-
opers so that they can examine real bugs. As tool writers,
we can focus on the traces in the low-confidence bucket to
figure out where needs to be improved. Table 2 summarizes
the comparison. The high-confidence bucket has a noise ra-
tion of 5%. The low-confidence bucket, on the other hand,
has a noise ratio of 79%. These noisy traces are due to spec-
ification limitations and complex code patterns that are too
hard to track. While eliminating these false positives will be
our future work, our heuristic has been shown to be highly
effective.
To summarize, these experiments demonstrated that (1)

it is feasible to integrate abstraction refinement to diagnose
industrial-sized programs, (2) refinement can improve pre-
cision significantly with a modest performance cost, and (3)
the heuristic for distinguishing potential false positives plays
a critical role.

5. RELATED WORK
The main contribution of this paper is that our approach

integrates abstraction refinement, inter-procedural dataflow
analysis, and counterexample-based heuristics in a novel way
to provide a practical solution for improving software qual-
ity. Since our analysis draws on several insights from previ-
ous work, there are several categories of related work.



5.1 Path feasibility analysis
There is a long line of work on improving path feasibility

in dataflow analysis. For example, qualified dataflow anal-
ysis [16] uses a given set of assertions on variable values to
“qualify” paths under consideration. Bodik et al. [9] mark
infeasible paths to improve the accuracy of def-use pair anal-
ysis. ESP [10, 11], the basis of this paper, uses specification
states to distinguish merge policy at join points and relies on
symbolic path simulation to enforce path feasibility. These
works all use a pre-defined set of qualifications and do not
address refinement issues.

5.2 Demand-driven analysis
Our approach is similar to demand-driven analysis [8, 17]

but addresses different issues. Their algorithms delay the
computation of part of the analysis until it is needed; but
the analysis is performed with fixed precision. Our analysis
uses function summaries described in [8] for inter-procedural
analysis. In addition, our algorithm delays adding precision
to the analysis until it is dictated by evidence.

5.3 Iterative refinement
Several algorithms [18, 19, 20, 21] applied the refinement

technique for iteratively adjusting precision. While concep-
tually similar to our refinement process, these algorithms are
domain-specific. For example, Guyer et al. [18] use client-
driven refinement for pointer analysis and Plevyak et al. [19]
use refinement for inferring concrete types in objet-oriented
languages. Trace partitioning discussed in [20, 21] focus on
deciding which explicit disjunctions to keep during the anal-
ysis. In contrast to these analyses, our refinement technique
targets more flexible typestate defect detection and can be
applied to regain lost facts due to various causes.
Fischer et al. [22] describes predicated lattices, which is the

closest in spirit to our refinement approach. Their frame-
work partitions the program state according to a set of pred-
icates and tracks a lattice element for each partition. Our
abstraction mechanism based on the adjustable merge cri-
terion could be viewed as a practical way of implementing
predicated lattices. Their work focuses on a general frame-
work and does not address how to pick additional predicates
for refinement. In contrast, our particular interest is in com-
bining effective partition of predicates and efficient heuristic
to deliver useful results for industrial-sized programs.

5.4 Abstraction refinement in model checking
Abstraction refinement has been an accepted technique

in model checking tools, e.g., [1, 2, 3, 4, 6]. Our approach
is different in how program abstraction is represented, se-
lected, and enforced. (1) In model checking, the abstraction
is defined by the state space of a given abstract model. In
our analysis, the abstraction is done on the fly via selec-
tive merging. (2) Model checking techniques use theorem
proving to map an abstract counterexample to a concrete
program trace to identify false positives. While generat-
ing new predicates from the proof of unsatisfiability is more
accurate and complete, it is also more expensive. We use
an inexpensive but effective heuristic to identify suspicious
counterexamples and then check the feasibility during the
extra iteration of ESP analysis. (3) Model checking starts
with a coarse abstraction and requires an expensive iteration
process to reach the ideal abstraction. In contrast, ESP re-
ports very few false positives to begin with. Hence, our seed

abstraction is much closer to the desired one, which leads to
faster convergence. Studies in [23, 22] also show that it is
beneficial to use ESP to provide a starting abstraction for
the refinement process.

5.5 Counterexample-based heuristics
Counterexample-based heuristics are developed in [24, 25].

Our heuristic for finding missing predicates is inspired by
these works. The main difference is that these works fo-
cus on explaining root causes of real errors — they try to
pinpoint deviating path segments between error paths and
good paths. In contrast, we use the existence of correspond-
ing good traces to quickly identify potential false positives
and useful predicates.

5.6 Precise symbolic simulation
Several static tools, such as PREfix [26], CMC [27], and

Saturn [28], provide precise symbolic simulation but limit
exploration of program paths. We offer a complementary
approach: instead of truncating the search space, our anal-
ysis considers all paths but guides the exploration effort to
where it is most productive.

6. CONCLUSIONS
A static tool must walk the fine line between precision and

scalability. In this paper, we have presented a new approach
that allows the dataflow abstraction to be refined incremen-
tally in response to the characteristics of the paths being
analyzed. We have used the refinement technique to help
validate a future version of the Windows operating system
against important security properties. Our experience sug-
gests that the heuristic for finding false positives is highly
effective and the refinement method is scalable enough to be
of practical use.
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